We propose and theoretically study an experiment designed to measure short-time polymer reaction kinetics in melts or dilute solutions. The photolysis of groups centrally located along chain backbones, one group per chain, creates pairs of spatially highly correlated macroradicals. We calculate time-dependent rate coefficients κ(t) governing their first-order recombination kinetics, which are novel on account of the far-from-equilibrium initial conditions. In dilute solutions (good solvents) reaction kinetics are intrinsically weak, despite the highly reactive radical groups involved. This leads to a generalised mean-field kinetics in which the rate of radical density decay −ṅ ∼ S(t), where S(t) ∼ t −(1+g/3) is the equilibrium return probability for 2 reactive groups, given initial contact. Here g ≈ 0.27 is the correlation hole exponent for self-avoiding chain ends. For times beyond the longest coil relaxation time τ , −ṅ ∼ S(t) remains true, but center of gravity coil diffusion takes over with rms displacement of reactive groups x(t) ∼ t 1/2 and S(t) ∼ 1/x 3 (t). At the shortest times (t 10 −6 s), recombination is inhibited due to spin selection rules and we findṅ ∼ tS(t). In melts, kinetics are intrinsically diffusion-controlled, leading to entirely different rate laws. During the regime limited by spin selection rules, the density of radicals decays linearly, n(0) − n(t) ∼ t. At longer times the standard result −ṅ ∼ dx 3 (t)/dt (for randomly distributed ends) is replaced byṅ ∼ d 2 x 3 (t)/dt 2 for these correlated initial conditions. The long-time behavior, t > τ, has the same scaling form in time as for dilute solutions.
Introduction
For small molecules in the liquid phase reaction kinetics follow the "law of mass action", i.e. the reaction rate is proportional to the equilibrium contact probability. For two reactive species A and B this translates into the product of their mean number densities, n A and n B , with the coefficient of proportionality k being the second-order rate constant:ṅ
More generally, we term kinetics such that rates are proportional to the equilibrium contact probability of the reactive species "mean-field" (MF) kinetics [1] . For instance, for reacting polymer systems of the type shown in Figure length N and polymer volume fraction φ [1]. For example, in dilute and semi-dilute polymer solutions contact of the chain ends (which necessitates the A and B coils to strongly interpenetrate one another) can only be achieved by overcoming interchain excluded-volume repulsions. As will be discussed below, the MF class of kinetics is not the only one. A second general class is "diffusion-controlled" (DC) kinetics. In the case of polymers, reaction kinetics are sometimes of MF type and sometimes of DC type, depending on the concentration regime and local reactivity of the reactive groups. In fact, theoretical studies predict that polymer reaction kinetics are rather novel: for times short compared to the longest polymer relaxation time τ the rate "constant" k may actually be time-dependent [2] [3] [4] . This interesting time dependence in k(t) and, more generally, the shorttime behavior of k for reacting polymers, is the subject of this paper. In cases where k(t) does depend on time, this derives from the fact that for short times kinetics are DC: the reaction rate is limited by how rapidly diffusion can transport reactive groups into contact. In contrast, when hydrodynamical and excluded-volume interactions are strong, it has been predicted theoretically [1] that, even for highly reactive groups, MF kinetics are recovered with a time-independent rate coefficient k even at small times. Whether MF or DC kinetics apply, in all cases k(t) reflects the fundamental properties of the host polymer chains, and its measurement probes the fundamental properties of polymer melts and solutions.
Here, we will study solutions and melts of polymeric chains with one reactive group (a radical) per chain end; see Figure 2 . Chains react irreversibly by radical recombination. The resulting chains, twice the length of reactants, are chemically inert. Reactions of this type arise, for example, in free radical polymerization, where they serve as the principle termination mechanism for growing "living" chains [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Unfortunately, no experimental measurements of k(t) in polymeric systems have been reported to date, to our knowledge. Given its fundamental importance this may seem odd. However, there is a profound experimental obstacle: the fraction of neighboring reactive chain ends in equilibrium is very small. For example, in a melt of chains of N units each, the probability for an end to be in con- Fig. 3 . Schematic of the proposed photocleaving experiment. A laser pulse cleaves a labeled chain, producing two macroradicals separated by distance r0. Immediate recombination is prohibited by spin selection rules. After a typical delay time T d recombination becomes possible. Reaction kinitics are therefore characterized by a time-dependent first-order rate "constant" κ(t).
tact with another end is approximately equal to the very small volume fraction of chain ends N −1 . This renders the short-time signal in most conventional methods (e.g., phosphorescence quenching [16, 17] ) too weak to measure.
In this paper we present the theoretical analysis of an experiment which we propose can measure the short-time behavior of reaction rates by avoiding this low-signal problem. The idea (see Fig. 3 ) is to create reactive free radical ends in pairs by cleaving polymer chains at the central location along their backbones by a flash of laser light; Figure 4 shows a candidate molecule. Following the photolysis, each radical has exactly one nearby radical with which to recombine. The recombination takes place with probability Q per unit time if the radicals are within reactive range b of each other. For highly reactive chemical species, such as radicals, reactions essentially occur instantaneously [18] on contact (i.e. they react on a timescale shorter than or of the same order as the monomer diffusion time t b ≈ 10 −10 s). Thus effectively Q ≈ t −1 b [19] . This situation will always pertain in the present paper.
In order to simplify the interpretation, the incoming light intensity and/or the concentration of photocleavable chains will be chosen sufficiently low such that recombinations between different macroradical pairs can be neglected due to the low concentration of radicals that are produced. The contact probability, and therefore the reaction rate, per radical is thus independent of the radical number density n; the reaction rate per unit volume,ṅ, is therefore proportional to n. These are first-order kinetics characterized by a first-order rate "constant" κ(t): n = −κ(t)n.
(2)
In fact, as we will demonstrate later, a more precise statement of the above is thatṅ = −κ(t)n is true in MF cases only. In situations where DC kinetics apply,ṅ is proportional to the initial number density n 0 and the definition
